Explain how you are improving in the following

1. What Work Habits have you used in your project:

   - (self-management) Appreciate the importance of good work habits and time management
   - (initiative and enterprise) Decrease any tendencies you might have toward procrastination
   - Develop attitudes and values that will help you become more productive
   - Develop skills and techniques that will help you become more productive
   - (planning and organizing) Overcome time-wasting practices

2. What 21st Century Skills have you used in your project:

   Ways of thinking. Creativity, critical thinking, problem-solving, decision-making and learning

   Ways of working. Communication and collaboration

   Tools for working. Information and communications technology (ICT) and information literacy

   Skills for living in the world. Citizenship, life and career, and personal and social responsibility
3. **Content Skills** - What content have you used in your project?
   - Literacy (writing, reading, research)
   - Math
   - Science
   - Social Studies
   - Fine Arts
   - Technology/Media

4. **Design Cycle** - Explain your project through the Design Cycle -
   How have you used the five phases of the **Design Cycle** and process:
   - **DISCOVERY** - I have a challenge. How do I approach it?
   - **INTERPRETATION** - I learned something. How do I interpret it?
   - **IDEATION** - I see an opportunity. What do I create?
   - **EXPERIMENTATION** - I have an idea. How do I build it?
   - **EVOLUTION** - I tried something. How do I evolve it?

5. What motivates you to work on your project?